
Advanced Coding Module I

Galactic Chemical Evolution (GCE)



The basics

• Metals’ effect on galaxy evolution

• Simple GCE models

The analytics

• The GCE equation

• IMFs, DTDs, and stellar yields

The coding

• Input and pre-processing

• In-code treatment of GCE

• How to get plottable output
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The basics



Origins

Heavy elements (metals) are, 
of course, synthesised in stars 
and ejected via supernovae 
and stellar winds.

Our job is to model the 
distribution of these elements 
throughout the Universe (i.e. 
among stars, ISM, CGM, 
ICM, IGM,…)

Eddington 1920



Metals & galaxy evolution

Metals affect many key processes…

Gas cooling

Star formation

Stellar evolution

Nucleosynthesis
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Metals & galaxy evolution

…and provide a record of how galaxies form.

Bulge growth

Stellar halo formation

Cluster assembly

Inside-out discs
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GCE in L-GALAXIES

The sophisticated GCE model in L-GALAXIES can reproduce…

Low-redshift MZR The FMR

Milky Way [α/Fe] distribution M*-[α/Fe] relation for ellipticals

The ‘universal’ age-[α/Fe] relation
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Iron evolution in galaxy clusters



Simple GCE models

The closed boxThe closed boxThe closed boxThe closed box

• Gas cannot enter or leave the system

• Stars form from initial gas and eject metals into the ISM
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metals returned to 
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Simple GCE models

The closed boxThe closed boxThe closed boxThe closed box

• Gas cannot enter or leave the system

• Stars form from initial gas and eject metals into the ISM
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Gas

Stars

Metals

The leaky boxThe leaky boxThe leaky boxThe leaky box

• Gas can leave but cannot enter the system

• Galactic winds can have a range of metallicities

Metals locked into 
stars or ejected



Simple GCE models

Gas

Stars

Metals

The accreting boxThe accreting boxThe accreting boxThe accreting box

• Gas can enter but cannot leave the system

• Accreted gas expected to be (nearly) pristine

Metals accreted 
from IGM



Simple GCE models

Gas

Stars

Metals

The accreting boxThe accreting boxThe accreting boxThe accreting box

• Gas can enter but cannot leave the system

• Accreted gas expected to be (nearly) pristine

Metals accreted 
from IGM

Combinations of these simple 
models (i.e. a ‘breathing box’) 
can reproduce the MW G-
dwarf metallicity distribution 

(see Tinsley 1980).

closed box

leaky box

accreting box



The analytics



The GCE equation

To model GCE, we need to know…

1)  How many stars of mass M die at time t

IMF IMF IMF IMF •••• SFR(SFR(SFR(SFR(tttt----τMMMM) = death rate at time ) = death rate at time ) = death rate at time ) = death rate at time tttt

2)  How much metal they eject at time t

MMMMZZZZ = Metal mass ejected by star of mass = Metal mass ejected by star of mass = Metal mass ejected by star of mass = Metal mass ejected by star of mass MMMM

Therefore:

IMF IMF IMF IMF •••• SFR(SFR(SFR(SFR(tttt----τMMMM) ) ) ) •••• MMMMZZZZ = Metal mass ejected by star of mass = Metal mass ejected by star of mass = Metal mass ejected by star of mass = Metal mass ejected by star of mass MMMM at time at time at time at time tttt



The GCE equation

= The rate of ejection of metals from a simple stellar population (SSP)

= The mass of metals ejected by one star of initial mass M, initial metallicity Z0, and 
remnant mass Mr

= The star-formation rate (SFR) at a time τM in the past

= The stellar initial mass function (IMF)

IMFSFRMetals



The IMF

The IMF tells us how many 
stars of mass M there are.

Different IMFs give different 
GCE results. e.g. more high-
mass stars means more alpha 

elements…

Currently in L-GALAXIES, we 
assume a Chabrier 03 IMF 
(fixed in time and space), 

with ML = 0.1 Msun and MU = 
120 Msun:
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Stellar lifetimes

Simple, monotonic link 
between τM and M.

(t-τM) is therefore the birth 
time of a star of mass M

exploding at time t.

Currently in L-GALAXIES, we 
assume the weakly Z-
dependent lifetimes of 

Portinari+98.
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AGB winds

Intermediate-mass stars (0.85 – 7 Msun) 
eject their outer layers during the thermally-
pulsating asymptotic giant branch  (AGB) 

phase.

Currently in L-GALAXIES, we use the AGB 
wind yields of Marigo 01.

(We approximate that the winds eject at the 
end of the stars’ lives)

Yates+13



SNe-II

Massive stars (>7 Msun) are assumed to 
explode mainly as type II core-collapse 

supernovæ (SN-II). These eject 
predominantly alpha elements (and H & He).

Currently in L-GALAXIES, we conisder the 
SN-II yields of Portinari+98 and of Chieffi & 

Limongi 04.

(Note the strong mass-dependence for the 
Portinari+98 yields)

Yates+13



SNe-Ia

Some binary systems (2.8%) with total mass 3 – 16 Msun

(companion star mass 0.85 – 8 Msun) can explode as 
type Ia supernovæ. These eject mainly Fe.

Currently in L-GALAXIES, we use the SN-Ia yields of 
Thielemann+03.

We allow some binary systems to blow AGB winds and
explode as SNe-Ia.
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The lifetimes of these binary systems are 
determined empirically, via a SN-Ia delay-time 

distribution (DTD).

Currently in L-GALAXIES, we allow for 4 different 
DTDs, with τmin = τ8Msun = 35 Myr and τmax = 

τ0.85Msun = 21 Gyr.
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SNe-Ia

The lifetimes of these binary systems are determined 
empirically, via a SN-Ia delay-time distribution (DTD).

Currently in L-GALAXIES, we allow for 4 different DTDs.

τmin = τ8Msun = 35 Myr

τmax = τ0.85Msun = 21 Gyr
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• Power law:

(Maoz+12)

• Gaussian:

(Strolger+04)

• Bi-modal:

(Mannucci+06)

( )

( )

( )



The detailed GCE equation

AGB winds

SNe-Ia

SNe-II



The detailed GCE equation

AGB winds

SNe-Ia

SNe-II

= 0.028 = Fraction of stellar systems in range 3 – 16 Msun that are SN-Ia progenitor binaries.

= 0.0385 = Fraction of all stellar systems that are in range 3 – 16 Msun.

= 0.0011 = Fraction of all stellar systems that are SN-Ia progenitor binaries.

= 1.4772 = Number of stellar objects in a 1 Msun SSP.

These parameters are all dependent on the IMF’s shape & mass range.

In L-GALAXIES, A is tuned to the [Fe/H] distribution in the Milky Way stellar disc (Yates+13).



The coding



./YieldTables

Contains stellarContains stellarContains stellarContains stellar----lifetime tables and metal yield tables.lifetime tables and metal yield tables.lifetime tables and metal yield tables.lifetime tables and metal yield tables.

Ejected mass, ejected metal mass, and ejected element masses, 
as a function of initial mass are inputted. (Interpolated and 

extrapolated from original tables).

For each channel (AGB, SN-Ia, SN-II), one file per metallicity.

If you want to add your own yield tables, put them here.

Format: Y[M] i.e. Y[M0], Y[M1], Y[M2],…

Number of array elements given in allvars.h.
e.g. SNII_MASS_NUM



yields_read_tables.c

Chabrier 03 IMF is coded 
here: Chabrier_IMF().

read_yield_tables() is called 
from init.c.

Reads yield tables and convolves them with the IMF.Reads yield tables and convolves them with the IMF.Reads yield tables and convolves them with the IMF.Reads yield tables and convolves them with the IMF.

Creates 2- or 3-dimensional arrays. e.g. SNIITotalMetals[SNII_Z_NUM][SNII_MASS_NUM]



yields_integrals.c

(Pre(Pre(Pre(Pre----)integrates the GCE equation, without )integrates the GCE equation, without )integrates the GCE equation, without )integrates the GCE equation, without 
modelmodelmodelmodel----dependent variables.dependent variables.dependent variables.dependent variables.

The ‘normalised’ ejecta rate is calculated for N
‘mini bins’ in every SFH bin of every timestep, for 6 
metallicities, and stored in 3D arrays (look-up 

tables).
{ //Snapshots
{ //Timesteps
{ //SFH bins
{ //Mini bins (sub-divisions of the SFH bins)
{ //Metallicities
e.g. NormSNIIMetalEjecRate[step][SFHbin][Z]

}
}

}
}

}

init_integrated_yields() is 
called from init.c.



yields_integrals.c

1) A maximum (Mlower) and minimum (Mupper) 
mass of stars to die in the current timestep
from each mini bin is calculated.

2) The total/metal/element mass ejected is 
integrated over numerically between Mupper

and Mlower.

3) The many if statements in yields_integrals.c
account for different limits when integrating 
across the finite-resolution yield tables. e.g. 
Mupper and Mlower will likely be between two 
masses in the yield table grid – sometimes 
even both between the same two masses.

Mupper Mlower
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Mupper Mlower
Mupper MlowerMupper Mlower
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model_yields.c

Calculates actual total/metal/element mass Calculates actual total/metal/element mass Calculates actual total/metal/element mass Calculates actual total/metal/element mass 
ejected at every ejected at every ejected at every ejected at every timesteptimesteptimesteptimestep for every galaxy.for every galaxy.for every galaxy.for every galaxy.

Interpolates in-code between metallicities in the 
look-up tables using the true Z0, and multiplies-in 

the true SFR.

Material ejected into the ColdGas or HotGas, 
from the stellar disc, bulge, and halo stars, 
according to the chosen GCE set-up (e.g. –
DMETALRICHWIND, –DSNIATOHOT,…)update_yields_and_return_mass() is called 

from main.c, after star formation, merging, and 
black hole growth.



HOT GAS
(CGM)

COLD GAS 
(ISM)

STELLAR
DISC

STELLAR 
BULGE

SNe, stellar winds

star 
formation

cooling

AGN

cooling

ejection

energy

enrichment

BH
accretion

energy

EJECTA

Assuming full 
mixing in each 

component

disc 
instability

reintegration

reheating

enrichment

SNe, stellar 
winds

infall

Mass & energy routes in L-GALAXIES



Syncing GCE with SN feedback

SN_feedback() is now called inside model_yields.c.

The amount of feedback now depends on the mass ejected by stars at that timestep (rather than 
the instantaneous SFR).

Therefore, there is less feedback directly after star formation. Feedback is distributed more over 
time.
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This e.g. allows more (promptly-ejected) oxygen to 
remain in the ISM of lower-mass galaxies, making the 

MZR shallower.

Total SN feedback per SSP is still the same though. The 
SN feedback efficiency is increased, so that the stellar 

mass function is still ok.



Other adjustments

• allvars.h: All the GCE variables are stored in this header file.

• model_starformation_and_feedback.c: Instantaneously recycled fraction no longer 
required. Stellar masses are updated in model_yields.c as stars die and eject material.

• model_infall.c: Pristine gas accreted onto DM haloes assumed to be 75% hydrogen and 
25% helium.

• yields_elements.c, metals.c, and the transfer functions (model_misc.c): Metals 
and elements need to be transferred among the galaxy components in the same way as mass.

• save.c: The new GCE properties need to be outputted at the end…



Output structure with GCE (IDL)



Running the GCE

For L-GALAXIES to compile & run with GCE on…

1)1)1)1) Switch on GCE:Switch on GCE:Switch on GCE:Switch on GCE:

Uncomment –DDETAILED_METALS_AND_MASS_RETURN in ./My_Makefile_options

2)2)2)2) Create IDL structure for plotting:Create IDL structure for plotting:Create IDL structure for plotting:Create IDL structure for plotting:

a) In root directory, run:

> make metadata

b) Go to ~/AuxCode/awk/idl/

and save LGalaxy.pro as LGalaxy_gce.pro

c) Edit this structure (see e.g. LGalaxy_allElements.pro, and copy/paste the correct metals 
and elements arrays)

d) Copy LGalaxy_gce.pro to ~/AuxCode/Idl/

e) Make LGalaxy_gce.pro the Gstruct{} in the plots_public_release.pro plotting code 



GCE makefile options
In My_makefile_options are the following GCE switches:

(for more detail: http://galformod.mpa-garching.mpg.de/public/LGalaxies/makefile_input.php)

• OPT += OPT += OPT += OPT += ----DFEEDBACK_COUPLED_WITH_MASS_RETURNDFEEDBACK_COUPLED_WITH_MASS_RETURNDFEEDBACK_COUPLED_WITH_MASS_RETURNDFEEDBACK_COUPLED_WITH_MASS_RETURN: Switches on coupling between 
SN feedback and the chemical enrichment model.

• OPT += OPT += OPT += OPT += ----DINDIVIDUAL_ELEMENTSDINDIVIDUAL_ELEMENTSDINDIVIDUAL_ELEMENTSDINDIVIDUAL_ELEMENTS: Switches on tracking of all 11 individual chemical 
elements.

• OPT += OPT += OPT += OPT += ----DMAINELEMENTSDMAINELEMENTSDMAINELEMENTSDMAINELEMENTS: Switches on tracking of only 5 key chemical elements.

• OPT += OPT += OPT += OPT += ----DMETALRICHWINDDMETALRICHWINDDMETALRICHWINDDMETALRICHWIND: Switches on galactic winds with a metallicity independent of 
that in the ISM. 

• OPT += OPT += OPT += OPT += ----DSNIATOHOTDSNIATOHOTDSNIATOHOTDSNIATOHOT: Switches on direct enrichment of the CGM/ICM by SNe-Ia in the 
stellar disc. 

• OPT += OPT += OPT += OPT += ----DPORTINARI DPORTINARI DPORTINARI DPORTINARI and ----DCHIEFFIDCHIEFFIDCHIEFFIDCHIEFFI: Switch on the SN-II stellar yields of Portinari et al. 
(1998) or Chieffi & Limongi (2004).

• OPT += OPT += OPT += OPT += ----DBIMODALDTD DBIMODALDTD DBIMODALDTD DBIMODALDTD and ––––DGAUSSIANDTD DGAUSSIANDTD DGAUSSIANDTD DGAUSSIANDTD and ––––DPOWERLAWDTD DPOWERLAWDTD DPOWERLAWDTD DPOWERLAWDTD and ––––
DRUITERDTDDRUITERDTDDRUITERDTDDRUITERDTD: Switch on one of the possible SN-Ia DTDs.

• OPT += OPT += OPT += OPT += ----DINSTANTANEOUS_RECYCLEDINSTANTANEOUS_RECYCLEDINSTANTANEOUS_RECYCLEDINSTANTANEOUS_RECYCLE: Switches on instant return of metals at time of 
star formation, rather than at time stars die.



Try it yourself!

• Try changing the SN-Ia DTD, to see how this alters iron abundances, and alpha 
enhancements.

• Try changing SN-II yield tables, to see how this changes oxygen abundances.

• How do metal-rich winds from SNe-II, or allowing SNe-Ia to directly enrich the HotGas
change the chemistry of galaxies?

• What fraction of the total metal budget is contributed by AGB winds?

• There are two new plotting routines (IDL code snippets) to download and try with 
plots_public_release.pro. These will plot the MZR and the M*-[a/Fe] relation.

Thanks for coming!Thanks for coming!Thanks for coming!Thanks for coming!


